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Erecting a new framework

‘‘

HIGHER EDUCATION MINISTER BLADE NZIMANDE
ANNOUNCED THAT A NEW DUAL SYSTEM — A
COMBINATION OF CLASSROOM AND WORKPLACE
LEARNING — IS EXPECTED TO BE PUT IN PLACE
AT TRAINING CENTRES WITHIN TWO YEARS
To a large extent, this is due to the collapse of “apprenticeship programmes”.
In the mid-1980s, about 13,000 artisans
passed the trade test every single year.
But the economic slump of that decade,
and then the privatisation of state-owned
companies, saw this number dwindle to just
3,000 a year by the mid-1990s.
To remedy this, Setas (sector education &
training authorities) were introduced in 1999,
but they fell far short of the mark, as their
brief was to focus on shorter training stints
across all corners of the economy, rather
than simply in technical areas.
There are many stories about the consequences. To complete the Medupi power
station, for example, SA had to “import”
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Bernard Mmotla, a civil engineering student,
struggled to get in-service training after
graduating from Ekurhuleni West College
last year.
Finally, he got an apprenticeship at a
construction site run by construction company Aveng in May. “What I like is I’m
gaining the experience I need,” he says. In
the past few months, Mmotla has learnt carpentry and figured out the sort of tricks you
only learn on site — such as safety around
scaffolding.
Even though his contract stipulates that
he isn’t meant to work at night, he is doing
so when asked by colleagues so as to “make
a good impression”.
Fingers crossed, he says, this training
should make an impact on his future.
Aveng is one of four construction companies, including Basil Read, Aveng Grinaker-LTA and Murray & Roberts, which
have ploughed R2m into a National Business
Initiative plan to train college graduates.
Harambee, an organisation which links
employers to young work-seekers, has also
put in R1.2m to cover the stipend for 28
engineering students.
There are many like Mmotla whose
prospects have brightened considerably, as
SA seems intent on reversing the trend over
recent decades which has seen the fraying
of technical skills across the country.

Troy Martens
Pilot three-stream model
operating in some schools
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1,000 artisans from Thailand. And BMW SA
recently complained it was short of 1,000
motor mechanics.
Higher education minister Blade Nzimande has been criticised for not prioritising the “apprenticeship
training” needed to turn
this around.
Now, it seems, he is
acting.
Earlier this month, he
announced that a new
“dual system” — a combination of classroom and
workplace learning — is
expected to be put in
place at training centres
within the next two
years.
Part of Nzimande’s
solution is exactly the
sort of public-private
partnership that Mmotla is now benefiting
from, as companies partner with technical
vocational education & training colleges
vehicle body-making artisans were trained,
according to Ken Duncan, CEO of the Swiss
SA Co-operation Initiative, a skills development partnership.
It went so well that at least eight companies and four colleges are signed on for
the next phase, which will be focused on
training 200 electricians and plumbers.
The companies get a grant of R150,000
per apprentice from the National Skills Fund
or the relevant Seta. Then they get a readymade, trained employee.
Duncan says participating employers
have mainly been positive, though there
were some gripes about administration.
Bus manufacturer BusMark took on 24
students from WestCol college in Randfontein in January. They will complete their
training this year.
BusMark GM Hans Collins says these
trainees are badly needed, given that the
youngest qualified bodybuilding artisan at
his company is 57 years old.
The feedback is equally positive from
shipping repair company Dormac, which
took on 21 students from West Coast College
to train as welders in January 2014. HR
manager Carina Niemandt says she is “very
impressed” with the system.
This new programme is not the only
apprenticeship programme in SA.
The Human Resource Development
Council, which falls under the oversight of
deputy president Cyril Ramaphosa, runs an
“Adopt a College” programme. Already, 44 of
the 50 colleges have industry partnerships.
Companies that have got involved include
Sasol, which has adopted two colleges and is
helping train 27 unemployed Sasolburg
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matriculants in chemical operations, welding and other artisan-related fields.
Government has also finally moved to
address another weakness in the skills
debate: SA’s schools.
Next year, government is to test a “threestream model”, which will give children the
choice of an academic, technical vocational
or technical occupational path. It is based on
the German system.
The pilot will include 58 schools across
the country. If it works, government hopes
to have 5,000 schools using the three-stream
model by 2030.
Basic education department spokesman
Troy Martens says the pilot will mostly run
in the Western Cape, where a rudimentary
version is already operating in some schools.
To some critics, it may seem too little, too
late. But at least government is finally movStephen Timm
ing in the right direction.
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Natural place to be
How fast is the middle class growing in
Africa, and where is it growing? What is it
spending, and on what?
SA companies such as Shoprite, Tiger
Brands and Nampak would love to know the
answers to these questions.
After all, Tiger bombed out of Nigeria in a
big way after divesting its 65.7% stake in
Tiger Branded Consumer Goods in Nigeria —
previously Dangote Flour Mills — to Dangote
Industries for a nominal US$1.
Tiger bought a majority stake in the flour,
rice and pasta business for R1.6bn in 2012
from Nigerian tycoon Aliko Dangote, but has
since written down R2.7bn in the subsidiary,
after extensive new capacity in these products came on line. The huge impairments
put a heavy damper on solid gains from the
core SA operations, and damaged the group’s
reputation.
Business statistics are the heady stuff in
which the Economist Group’s intelligence
unit (EIU) sees value. So in 2015 it bought
the database of Canback, which describes
itself as an “elite management consulting
and related services firm anchored in management science, predictive analytics and
consumer market knowledge”. Canback,
now called EIU Canback, says it has grown
27%/year since it was founded in 2004.
Staffan Canback, an electrical engineer of
Swedish background with a Harvard MBA,
who co-founded Canback — and is “now an
employee” of the company with an “attrac-
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ny has about 15 clients in Africa, five of
whom are in SA — including Standard Bank.
It is coy about financial and client details,
but consults on consumer and other retail
goods and telecoms. Its database covers all
of SA’s 278 municipalities, consisting of eight
metropolitan, 44 district and 226 local
municipalities.
Investment and the consumer data that
drives this is the basis for EIU Canback’s
existence. In 2005, the company, which is
based in Boston in the US, started working
with Kraft Foods on a project called “Cheese
in China”, to ascertain whether the Chinese
would ever eat cheese, a food they were not
used to.
Using a well-known quantitative marketing model, the then Canback company
predicted that over 20 years, by 2025, China
would become the second-largest market
for cheese in the world, with annual growth
of 32%. So far, growth has indicated that this
will be the case, and the company has not
looked back.
It opened its Johannesburg office in late
2014, after entering about 20 African countries. “Demand was so great we decided to
open in SA,” Staffan Canback says. “Africa
has been very attractive — competition for
us here has not been as strong [as elsewhere].”
The company has consumer data on all
54 countries in Africa; the most recent additions are Western Sahara — a disputed territory in North Africa, bordering Morocco —
Algeria, Mauritania and countries in the
Atlantic Ocean region.
Staffan Canback says income per capita
in Africa will continue to grow.
Markets that have a high percentage of

‘‘

CONSUMERS AT THE LOW END
SPEND ABOUT 40% OF
INCOME ON FOOD AND
BASIC NEEDS
STAFFAN CANBACK

informal trading will continue to formalise
and create further opportunities for retailers
to develop these markets. “Our smallest
client has US$2bn in sales . . . mostly in
Africa,” he says.
“In Southern Africa, where markets are
more developed, the markets will continue
to increase in competitiveness.
“Consumers at the low end spend about
40% of their income on food and basic
needs — this will remain in the years to
come, though consumers’ income levels will
rise ” he says.
He says diversified economies, mainly in
East Africa, but also, somewhat surprisingly,
in Nigeria, will do better than less diversified
ones such as Angola.
Like Nigeria, Angola is highly reliant on
oil, and like Nigeria, it is at present suffering
a currency meltdown.
The plunge in the prices of oil and other
mineral commodities has caused setbacks
for blue-chip SA companies such as Nampak, which has invested heavily in the
vision of “Africa rising”.
The group has R1.5bn of cash trapped in
Angola and Nigeria, where it has experi-
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Coca-Cola bottling in Mozambique
Largest greenfield investment in
Coca-Cola Sabco’s history
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enced delays in converting its bank balances
to US dollars, due to hard currency shortages. It now produces 2.7bn — mostly valueadded — aluminium beverage cans a year in
Angola and Nigeria.
But despite the significant cooling of economic growth on the continent of late, the
group’s operations in the rest of Africa,
excluding SA, now account for 47% of group
trading profit, up from 38% last year.
Nampak CEO André de Ruyter says the
company’s investments into Africa have
been vindicated by African revenue growth
of 30% in the interim period to March from
the same period last year, despite substantial
foreign exchange losses. Margins are also
much higher on the continent than in SA,
and Coca-Cola and other global drinks
giants have recently invested about $700m
in Nigeria.
Coke has also just opened a $130m
bottling facility in Mozambique through Port
Elizabeth-based bottler Coca-Cola Sabco,
whose regional market includes Ethiopia,
Kenya, Mozambique, Namibia, SA, Tanzania
and Uganda.
The plant is the largest greenfield investment in Coca-Cola Sabco’s history.
“Coca-Cola has been investing in Africa
for almost 90 years and is today present in
every African country, with over 70,000
employees across 145 bottling and canning
facilities,” says Muhtar Kent, chairman and
CEO of The Coca-Cola Company.
“We have continued to increase investment in our business in Africa with $17bn
committed across our system for investments in distribution, infrastructure, manufacturing and marketing during this
decade,” he says.
Mozambique is also undergoing a currency crisis at present after hiding more
than $1.4bn in debt from aid donors. But,
despite such travails, it is not hard to think
that SA companies ranging from Tiger
Brands to sugar and starch producers such
as Tongaat Hulett, and logistics groups
Grindrod, Imperial and Super Group, stand
to benefit mightily from growth in Africa.
“You ignore Nigeria at your peril,” New
Tiger Brands CEO Lawrence MacDougall
says. He says the market there still holds
great promise.
The company is sticking to its mantra
that Africa is critical to its future success.
It has impaired extremely large sums of
money over its failed Nigerian venture, a
failed distributor in Mozambique and executives who cooked the books at its Kenyan
fast-moving consumer goods subsidiary
Haco.
But Africa is a natural place for SA
companies to be. And EIU Canback hopes to
Mark Allix
help them get there.
allixm@bdfm.co.za

WAGE TALKS: PLATINUM

A matter of balance
Wage negotiations between labour
unions and the world’s biggest platinum miners this year are quite likely to progress more smoothly than in
the recent past, despite some early
warning signals.
Discussions on a new multi-year
wage agreement will begin as soon
as the trade unions table their formal
demands. Manzini Zungu,
spokesman for the Association of
Mineworkers & Construction Union
(Amcu), which is the majority union
at the three biggest platinum companies, says Amcu had hoped to
communicate its wage demands to
companies and the media last week
but there had been some delays,
which could not be blamed on
labour alone. Amcu is still forming
its task teams to deal with the preliminary issues that need to be settled before talks on wages can begin.
Earlier this month two people
were shot at Northam’s Zondereinde
platinum mine, apparently stemming from rivalry between the
National Union of Mineworkers
(NUM) and Amcu.
A month ago Amcu threatened a
strike at Sibanye Gold’s Kroondal
platinum mine over benefits and
allowances, and there were reports of intimidation, but management immediately suspended six shop stewards and laid criminal
charges against one.
The last negotiations over a three-year
wage agreement began in mid-2013 and
extended into the middle of 2014. Agreement was only reached after a violent fivemonth strike. Those difficulties arose partly
because of employers’ previous award of
increases to certain categories outside the
bargaining process and partly as Amcu
emerged as a new union, taking a militant
stance to attract members.
Now Amcu has found its footing in the
platinum sector, it may be less militant,
more experienced in wage bargaining and
better administered, though it did not sign
the mid-2013 peace agreement between
mining companies and the other trade
unions which was intended to bring stability
to the mining sector.
A labour expert, who asked not to be
named, says there is a better than even
chance of relatively peaceful negotiations in
this round. It is likely some lessons were
Martin Rhodes
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WE BELIEVE THE LABOUR
ENVIRONMENT HAS IMPROVED
SIGNIFICANTLY FROM THE POSTMARIKANA PERIOD
JOHAN THERON

learnt from the 2014 experience. It would
also be relatively unusual for another strike
to occur within two years because workers
had suffered considerable losses in 2014.
Implats group executive: corporate relations Johan Theron says preparations for this
round of wage negotiations have been under
way for some time. After the previous wage
negotiations, various joint union and management task teams were formed which
have researched wage-related challenges
and formulated proposals that could be con-

sidered during this round. There has also
been training and communication to
improve understanding of the negotiation
process and the economic realities facing
the sector, he says.
“We believe the labour environment has
improved significantly from the fractious post-Marikana period in which
the previous negotiations were conducted. We have all learnt from our
previous experience, we are better prepared, our mutual understanding of the
challenges faced by the industry and
workers is much more aligned, and we
have started to inculcate shared values
of respect and care in our day-to-day
deliberations.”
He adds wage negotiations are naturally challenging and the risk of a
strike remains, “but all of the work we
have done over the past two years provides us with reasonable confidence
that we will achieve more sustainable
outcomes this time without violence
and/or unnecessary disruption to the
economy.”
One of the issues that has raised
alarm bells at the outset of each round
of wage negotiations in the mining sector is the inflated demands tabled by
trade unions. Initial wage hikes
demanded in 2013 were up to 60% by
the NUM and up to 150% by Amcu.
After months of striking and lost earnings, the settlement agreed was 7%-8%
on average per year for three years for
most workers, with a slightly greater
increase for the lowest-paid categories.
Last week Bloomberg reported the
NUM had tabled a demand for a 20%
increase at Amplats, for a minimum of
R12,000 a month for underground workers
and R11,000/month for those working on
surface. NUM deputy general secretary
William Mabapa could not be reached for
confirmation, while Amplats declined to
comment ahead of negotiations.
Zungu says the figure of a R12,500 minimum entry-level wage that the media has
often cited as a core Amcu demand is only
one item on its list. There are many other
elements to the negotiations.
Theron says the financial position of the
industry and the impact of the low metal
prices on companies’ continued financial
viability is well understood and is reflected
in Implats’ most recent financial results,
capital raising and labour restructuring. But
at the same time mining companies understand how the drought and the economic
slowdown are affecting workers’ disposable
incomes. That has to be balanced with the
financial position of the industry.
Charlotte Mathews
mathewsc@fm.co.za
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